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If…all scientific knowledge were to be destroyed, and only one sentence passed on to the next generation of creatures, what statement would contain the most information in the fewest words? I believe it is the atomic hypothesis, that all things are made of atoms…in that one sentence you will see an enormous amount of information about the world, if just a little imagination and thinking are applied.

Richard P. Feynman
Laser Cooling

Stationary Atom:
Energy mismatch means photon is not absorbed and atom receives no momentum kick.

Moving Atom:
Small backwards momentum kick to atom.
Photon absorbed in energy transition.

When the atom is moving, the Doppler shifted transition energy corresponds with that of the photon.
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Found the Signal!
Averaged Signal vs. Frequency with Pusher Beam

Graph showing averaged signal (V) vs. frequency (MHz) with a prominent peak at 0 MHz.
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